TO: HAVANA

FROM: DIRECTOR

CONFIDENTIAL

INFO: CI, CI/OPS, FI, S/C 2 POUCHED: SACU 3

FILE NO. 291-259120

DESCRIPTION: HAVANA-2616 (IN-21335)

DATE: 6/5/55

MESSAGE:

1. HQS INTERESTED LEARNING MORE ABOUT QUBIAS GROUP IN CUBA. PROCEED
   AS SUGGESTED TAKING DUE PRECAUTIONS THROUGH USE OF CUTOUT TO PROTECT
   FROM CHARGES OF ABETTING COUNTERREVOLUTIONARIES.

2. NO HQS TRACES ROS

(END OF MESSAGE)

WH Comment: "Two HAVANA Station officers met Angel ROS on 28 August. ROS was
sent by a SACU source, Jose TAQUECHEL, who said ROS was a mem-
ber of the QUBIAS group.

J. K. KINZ, G/WHD

COORDINATING OFFICER

R. N. DAHLENS, G/WIII

AUTHENTICATING OFFICER
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